Statistical inference in multinomial multiperiod probit models has been hindered in the past by the high dimensional numerical integrations necessary to form the likelihood functions, posterior distributions, or moment conditions in these models. We describe three alternative estimators, implemented using simulation-based approaches to inference, that circumvent the integration problem: posterior means computed using Gibbs sampling and data augmentation (GIBBS), simulated maximum likelihood (SML} estimation using the GHK probability simulator, and method of simulated moment (MSM) estimation using GHK. We perform a set of Monte-Carlo experiments to compare the sampling distributions of these estimators. Although all three estimators perform reasonably well, some important differences emerge. Our most important finding is that, holding simulation size fixed, the relative and absolute performar-<, of the classical methods, especially SML, gets worse when serial correlation in disturbances is strong. In data sets wtth an AR(I) parameter of 0.50, the RMSEs for SML and MSM based on GHK with 20 draws exceed those of GIBBS by 9% and 0%. respectively. But when the AR(I) parameter is 0.80, the RMSEs for SML and MSM based on 20 draws exceed those of GIBBS by 79% and 37%, respectively, and the number of draws needed to reduce the RMSEs to within I0% of GIBBS are 160 and 80 respectively. Also. the SM L estimates of serial correlation parameters exhibit significant downward bias. Thus, while conventional wisdom suggests that 20 draws of G HK is "enough" to render the bias * Corresponding author. We wish to thank Peter Rossi for useful discussions and Donna Boswell for research assistance, but we are entirely responsible for any errors. Geweke's work was supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant SES-9210070. We thank the Geweke et aL / Journal of Econometrics 80 (1997) and noise induced by simulation negligible, our results suggest that much larger simulation sizes are needed when serial correlation in disturbances is strong. (.t~, 1997 Elsevier Science S.A.
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Introduction
Discrete economic choices are often made repeatedly over several time periods. Examples include the. choice of which brand of a frequently purchased product category to buy on each successive ourchase occasion and which of several industries or occupations to work in during each year of one's life. A multinomial multiperiod probit (MMP) model can be a reasonable framework for studying choice behavior in such situations. However, the very high dimensional integrations necessary to form the likelihood function, posterior distribution, or momer, t conditions for inference in the MMP model have until recently precluded its application. Rapid advances in simulation-based approaches to inference (McFadden, 1989; Pakes and Pollard, 1989; Keane, 1994a; McCulloch and Rossi, 1994 ) have now made both classical and Bayesian mference feasible. These advances have led to several interesting applications of the MMP model. These include sequential models of the decision to work (Keane, 1994a) , brand choice (Elrod and Keane, 1995 , Keane, 1994b , McCulloch and Rossi, 1994 , choice of residential location (Hajivassiliou et al., 1996) , and the probability a country will default on loans (Hajivassiliou and McFadden, 1994L Despite this burgeoning list of applications, there has been no systematic comparison of the sampling distributions of alternative estimators in the MMP model in samples representative of these applications. The goal of the present paper is to provide such a comparison. First, we describe estimators based on three alternative approaches to inference: simulated maximum likelihood (SML) estimation using the Geweke-Hajivassiliou-Keane (GH K) recursive probability simulator, method of simulated moment IMSM) estimation using the GHK simulator, and posterior means computed using Gibbs sampling and data augmentation (GIBBS). We perform a set of Monte-Carlo experiments to compare the sampling distributions of the respective estimators. The experimental design allows the impact of three important features of the data on the performance of the methods to be assessed: (1 ~ serial correlation of the random components of utility, (2) serial correlation of the exogenous variables, and (3) contemporaneous cross-alternative correlations of the random components of utility.
Besides features of the data, it is also important to consider how simulation size affects results. In the first set of experiments we hold the number of draws used to implement the GHK probability simulator fixed at 20. We choose 20 because conventional wisdom suggests this number is sufficient to render the bias intrinsic to the SML estimator negligible. For instance, Brrseh-Supan and Hajivassiliou (1993) conclude that 'In our Monte Carlo experiment, 20 replications were sufficient to produce a negligible bias', z,n.~ this conclusion has been influential. In fact, existing applications of SML generally use 20 or fewer draws. In a second set of experiments, we examine how performance of the classical estimators is affected by the number of draws used to implement the GHK probability simulator. In both experiments we set the number of cycles of the Gibbs sampler at 5000, since we find that this is sufficient to render the simulation noise in the posterior means very small as a fraction of root mean square error (RMSE) .
Although all three estimators perform reasonably well in our experiments, some important differences emerge. Our most important finding is that, holding simulation size fixed, the relative and absolute performance of the classical methods, especially SML, gets worse when serial correlation in disturbances is strong. Consider the RMSEs of the SML and MSM point estimates and GIBBS posterior means around the data generating parameter values. In data sets with an AR(I) parameter of 0.50, the RMSEs for SML and MSM based on GHK with 20 draws exceed those of GIBBS by 9% and 0%, respectively. But when the AR(I) parameter is 0.80, the RMSEs for SML and MSM based on 20 draws exceed those of GIBBS by 79% and 37%, respectively, and the number of draws needed to reduce the RMSEs to within 100,~ of GIBBS are 160 and 80 respectively. Furthermore, the SML estimates of serial correlation parameters exhibit significant downward bias and this becomes insignificant only when 160 to 320 draws are used. Thus, contrary to conventional wisdom, 20 draws is not nearly 'enough" when serial correlation is strong. This is the first systematic study of the performance of simulation-based approaches to inference in the M M P model in representative samples. There are five precursors of this work that are worth noting. Brrsch-Supan and Hajivassiliou (1993) considered the distribution of the SM L estimates of a single slope parameter in a cross-section trinomial probit model (with all other parameters held fixed at true values) using a single artificial data set, but varying the draws used in constructing the GHK simulator. McCulloch and Rossi (I 994) provide Gibbs sampling data augmentation algorithms for the cross-section and panel probit models with random coefficients, but they do not allow for serial correlation in disturbances or compare sampling distributions ofalternative estimators, Geweke et at. (1994) compared the sampling distributions of the SML, MSM and GIBBS estimators in the single-period multinomial probit model. Keane (1994a) studied the sampling distributions of the MSM and SML estimators based on the GHK probability simulator in the multiperiod probit model. Since choices only depend on utility differences, it is conventional to measure utility relatice to alternative J. Since the scale of utilities is indeterminate, it is also conventional to normalize by setting the variance of the error term corresponding to the first alternative in the transformed model equal to one. Thus, we define U*, = (U O, --U/a,)(tr t t + aj~ --2trtj)-1/2 = [(X;j, tlj -X;j,#~) If the ~, are serially independent, then this is the product of T integrals each of dimension J --I. However, if the e*~ are serially correlated, this is in general a T(Jl) variate integral. As T and/or J grow, inference requiring exact evaluation of such integrals rapidly becomes infeasible. Much o.f the earlier work on the MMP model sought to avoid this problem by imposing low-order factor structures on ~*. For example, if a random effects structure is imposed, the order of integration is reduced to 2(J--1). The goal of simulation~based inference is to allow a richer covariance structure to be used.
P'i.J-,. T)'
In this paper we consider a special case of the model (2.1)-(2.4) in which the ~.r*~ are stationary first-order autoregressive EAR(I)] processes and in which the X*t are divided into two sets of covariates: a set -~*-t that is constant across alternatives (which can be thought of as containing characteristics of agent i) and a set Zi*t that varies across alternatives (which can be thought of as containing attributes of alternatives, such as price or quality), but for which the corresponding coefficients are restricted to be equal across alternatives.
These decisions are motivated by a desire to study models that are practical. Note that even if the high-order integration problem can be solved by simulation techniques, unless J and T are both quite small it is not feasible to estimate an unrestricted ~* matrix which would contain T2(J -1)2/2 free parameters. This motivates our decision to study models in which the errors follow a stationary AR(1) process. Our partitioning of the covariates into two types is motivated not only by a desire to imitate applications, but also by the fact that likelihood surfaces in the muitinomial probit model tend to be very flat unless one includes covariates that vary across alternatives (see Keane, 1990) .
We next set out notation for the specific MMP model used in our experiments. Partition each coefficient vector fl~' --(~[~", 7') reflecting cross-equation constraints of the form employed in the experiments, and conformably partition = (Xo,, Z u,) . Further define the matrices
[ In matrix notation, the model is then u,*, 2"17" + z~.~ + *
~-F, it •
The disturbances ~:* follow stationary AR(I) processes:
Thus, the vi, are serially uncorrelated but correlated across alternatives. With this structure, a~ = ,/,jk/(l -PkP.i ]. The assumption that R is diagonal is specific to the normalization on choice d in (2. I). In general, if R is diagonal for the given normalization, it will not be diagonal for alternative normalizations. The diagonality assumption made here will be most appealing when choice J is a baseline decision, such as a no purchase option in a brand choice model or a no work :,ption in an occupational choice model, for which it is reasonable to assume utility is nonrandom.
Classical approaches to inference

!. Simulation of choice sequence probabilities
Classical estimators for the MMP model rely on Monte-Carlo simulation of the choice sequence probabilities P(dl) and substitution of these simulated probabilities into likelihood functions or moment conditions. In an extensive study of alternative methods for simulation of multinomial orthant probabihties, |lajivassiliou et al. (1992) conclude that the GHK probability simulator, due to Keane (1990) , Geweke (1991) , and Hajivassiliou and McFadden (! 994L is the most accurate of all methods considered. Geweke et al. (1994) , in a Monte-Carlo study of alternative simulation estimators in the single-period multinomial probit model, concluded that classical methods based on GHK substantially outperformed classical methods based on kernel smoothed probability simulators. For these reasons, we rely exclusively on GHK to simulate choice probabilities when implementing classical estimators in this paper. In Appendix A we describe how to apply the GHK algorithm to simulation of choice sequence probabilities in the MMP model of Section 2. Below, we let P6HK(dil/~*, X*, X*) denote the GHK simulator of the probability of ~.[,oice sequence d~.
Classical estimation methods
The two classical estimation methods we consider are simulated maximum likelihood (SML) and method of simulated moments {MSM). The SML estimator maximizes the simulated log-likelihood function, which is obtained simply by substituting GHK simulators of choice sequence probabilities into the log-likelihood function: Lee, 1992 Lee, , 1995 and Gourieroux and Monfort, I993.) Direct application of McFadden's (! 989) MSM estimator to the i M P model would involve indexing all possible choice sequences s = 1 ..... j r and defining choice indicators d~ = 1 if i chooses sequence s and 0 otherwise. Then form the MSM estimator by solving the moment conditions:
This MSM estimator is consistent for fixed M. This direct approach is not feasible because of the computational burden involved in simulating probabilities of J r sequences and forming jr weights.
Keane (I 990) proposed the eomputationally feasible alternative of factoring the sequence probabilities into transition probabilities and forming the alternative estimator: Although this gives a biased simulator of the transition probability, an MSM estimator of this form is consistent if M/(N) t/2 ~ ~ as N ~ ~ (see Keane, 1994a) . In addition, Keane (1994a) finds in a Monte-Carlo study that it has small sample properties superior to SML for the multiperiod binomial probit model, especially when serial correlation is strong.
Bayesian inference using the Gibbs sampler
Bayesian inference using the Gibbs sampler (Gelfand and Smith, 1990 ) and data augmentation (Tanner and Wong, 1987) has been applied to the MMP model by McCulloch and Rossi (1994) . Our approach is similar, but differs in four respects: Here, all priors are proper whereas MeCulloeh and Rossi use improper priors fer fl*; we include autoregressive error components; stationarity is enforced through data augmentation of presample random utilities, rather than through explicit restrictions on E* (see step 2 below); and the coefficients of covariates are fixed ~ather than random.
To provide a description of the Gibbs algorithm in generic notation, let 17, 0 and Y denote vectors of latent utilities, model parameters, and observed choice data, respectively. Let p (0, ~1 Y ) denote the joint posterior density function for 0 and 17 conditional on Y. Suppose there is a partition of the parameter vector 0 into B subveetors, 0' =(0~1~ ..... 0~B~), such that the conditional posterior densities p (Oo~ I Oij ~, j ~ i, 17, Y ) and p( F I 0, Y) are of sufficiently simple form that it is practical to draw random subvectors tT,~ and 17 from these conditional densities. The Gibbs algorithm starts with an initial value (0 Ira, ~,lm) in the support of p (O, ~IY) , and then draws in turn each of the subveetors ]?, Ott ~ ..... 0~m from the appropriate conditional density. After each draw, the corresponding initial value subveetor is replaced by the new subveetor, until after a complete iteration an updated vector (0 ~ t ~ 17 ~ t ~) is obtained. After the ruth iteration we obtain the draw (0 Imp, 17t=~). As m grows larger the sample of (0, 17) draws converges in distribution to the joint posterior distribution. Posterior means for the elements 0 are then approximated using arithmetic averages ef the corresponding draws.
To describe the implementation of the Gibbs algorithm in the MMP model, some minor changes and extension in notation are necessary. Let the U*,, X~,, .,jP*, and e. -*. . ,, continue to denote the latent utilities, covariates, coefficients, and disturbances of the transformed model, respectively, except that the transformatios~ (2.1)is replaced by
The values of the fl* change accordingly, as does ~' = var(e* -Re*,_ i ). The matrix R is unaffected.
Since the restriction aT, = 1 has not been imposed, the parameters at this point are unidentified. In order to achieve identification, the following proper prior distributions were employed throughout the experiments: /~* --~ N(0,1r); ~, --~ N(0, IT); pj "--TN(0.5,0.25); ,p-t ... W00/L, 10).
The proper prior distribution for ~ centers the ~jj, which otherwise would be identified only up to a scale factor, about 1.0. This in turn induces a proper posterior distribution for the/~* and 7, even if the priors for these coefficients were flat and improper. (This technique was introduced by McCuUoch and Rossi (I 994) .) The posterior distribution of these parameters induces a posterior distribution on g*= vat(e*), with aj* = ~jt,/(1 -pjp~). Using the normalization set forth in Section 2, parameters of interest are ~' (oi'])-t/z (j = 1 ..... L); "/(~Tt )-l/z; p~ forj = 1 ..... L; and the elements of the upper triangular matrix A*, where A*'A* = (a*~)-t ,p. To make drawings from the posterior distributions of these functions it is necessary only to transform the drawings of the ~*, ~, p j. and ~'. in the experiments we will see that posterior standard deviations are very ~mall relative to the priors, and on this basis it is reasonable to conjecture that results would be quite similar for other diffuse but proper priors.
We employ a six-block Gibbs sampling data augmentation algorithm in which the blocks are: (1) ~he latent utilities U't; (2) the presample values of the errors, e~0; (3) the p j; (4) '~be matrix ~; (5) the vector fl* = (]I*', .... /~/~')'; and (6) the 7. Although McCulloch and Rossi (1994) descr,.'be the structure of a Gibbs sampling data augmentation algorithm for a MMP model with random effects, the complications introduced by our addition of autoregressive error components are sufficiently great (including the addition of the new blocks 2 and 3 and changes necessary in other blocks) that we provide a detailed description of the algorithm for the present model in Appendix B.
In our experiments, the first 200 Gibbs iterations were discarded to allow "burn in' from the initial drawing from the prior distribution. Inspection of these iterations showed that parameter values moved from well outside the concentration of the posterior distribution to its concentration in fewer than 100 iterations. Arithmetic averages of the parameters of interest over the next m = 5000 iterations were used to approximate posterior means. The standard errors of these Monte-Carlo approximations were asse.~.,.ed as described in G~.weke (1992) . Typically, this standard error was less than 10% of the posterior standard deviation for the experiments undertaken.
The approximate posterior means obtained via the Gibbs sampling data augmentation algorithm constitute the GIBBS estimators that we compare with the SML and MSM estimators. Posterior means, given the priors assumed, constitute well-defined estimators with sampling-theoretic properties. Thus, out approach here is deliberately frequentist. A truly subjective Bayesian would have no reason to entertain either the MSM or SML methods, and would have little interest in posterior means given priors of convenience.
Experimental design
In our Monte-Carlo experiments, we consider a three alternative model (d = 3~ with T = 10. We construct 20 artificial data sets of size N = 500 using the data generating process: In our first experiment, we set the number of draws used to form the GHK simulator at 20, and consider 12 different data structures given by the 3 x 2 × 2 full factorial design, p, = P2 --0.50 or 0.80; a~'2 = 0.50 or 0.80; ~b-" = 0 or 0.50 or 0.80. These correspond to 'low" and "high" serial correlation and cross correlation in the random elements of utility and "no', 'low', and "high" serial correlation in the exogenous variables, respectively, in the second experiment we vary the number of draws used to implement GHK, using two of the these data structures (chosen as described in Section 6.2).
Results
Experiment I --effect of data structure on petformance of the estimators
The results of the Monte-Carlo experiments based on the 12 different data structures are reported in Tables 1-12 . For GIBBS we report: (1) the mean of the posterior means across the 20 replications, ~; (2) the RMSE of the posterior means around the data generating values; and (3) the mean of the posterior standard deviation across the 20 replications, PSD. For SML and MSM we report three statistics for each parameter in each model: (!) the mean of the point estimates across the 20 replications, 0; (2) the root mean square error (R MSE) of the point estimates around the data generating values; and (3) the mean of the asymptotic standard errors across the 20 replications, ASE. In the remainder of this section, we compare the performance of the different estimators in each experiment, focussing on RMSE as the criterion of performance. We also examine the ASE and PSD, because, for purposes of inference, it is desirable that ASE or PSD be similar to RMSE.
In Table 1 we consider 20 artificial data sets generated from the data structure in which Pi = P2 = 0.50, a]'2 ----0,50, and q)2 = 0. This is the case of low serial and cross correlations of the disturbances combined with no serial correlation in the covariates. For GIBBS and MSM, the ~ are close to the data generating values for all 9 model parameters. SML, on the other hand, while producing estimates close to the data generating values for most model parameters, exhibits severe bias in estimatipg the AR(I) parameters. In particular, the mean SM L point estimate of p2 is 0.376, while the data generating value is 0.500. If we use the empirical RMSEs divided by (20) t/z to form t-tests for the estimated Table 1 Corr01,, Table 3 Corrllht, l#:,} = 0.5, Pl= P-= 0.5, Corr(x,. x,-,) = 0. Table   5 CorrOh,,q,_,) = 0.5, pt = ~Jz = 0. Table   7 Corr0t't,. q2J = 0. In a comparison of RMSEs, GIBBS has an edge over the classical methods, it produces the smallest RMSE for six of the nine model parameters. Exceptions are fl]'z and fl~2 for which the RMSEs of the MSM point estimates are smallest, and fl~'t for which the RMSE of the SML point estimates is smallest. Another clear pattern is that for MSM the RMSE and the ASE are in close agreement for most model parameters. But for SML, the ASE are substantially below the RMSE for the covariance matrix parameters. Interestingly, the ASE for MSM and the PSD for GIBBS are in very close agreement. Given that the RMSEs for GIBBS are generally lower than for MSM, this also means that for GIBBS the PSDs are generally a bit above the corresponding RMSEs.
Rather than describing Tables 2-12 with the same level of detail devoted to Table 1 , we instead point out certain broad patterns. As we move across Tables ~ -3, the serial correlation in the covariates is increasing (~b 2 increases from 0 to 0.50 to 0.80) while other things are held constant. For most model parameters, the RMSEs for all three methods have a tendency to rise as ~b 2 increases. The exception involves the p, for which the RMSEs fall as ~b 2 increases. It also appears that the RMSEs for the SML estimates improve relative to those for other methods as ~b 2 increases,
In Tables 4-6 the AR(I) parameters are increased (Pt and P2 are set at 0.80). Again, as we move across Tables 4-6, serial correlation in the covariates is increasing. Comparing Tables 4-6 with Tables 1-3 , we see that the increase in the p generally causes RMSEs to rise, This is especially true for MSM. But for MSM and GIBBS, the increase in the p causes the RMSEs for the p to fall. This is not true for SML. Again, as in Tables 1-3, the RMSEs rise as ~2 increases.
In Tables 7-9 the degree of serial correlation in the disturbances is returned to the Table I-3 level (with Pt and p_, being set at 0.50), but the cross correlation of the errors is increased (a~'2 is set at 0.80). There is no obvious impact on the overall level of the RMSEs as compared to Tables 1-3. However, there is a substantial relative improvement for SM L in the ~± --0 case of Table 7 , where it produces the best RMSE for seven of nine parameters. And there is a substantial relative improvement for MSM in the 02 ---0.80 case of Table 9 , where it produces the best RMSE for four of nine parameters. These improvements in relative performance for SML and MSM do not extend to other cases.
In Tables 10-12 the degrees of serial and cross correlation in the errors are both set at the 'high' level (Pl --~ P2 ---0.80, aT2 = 0.801. A comparison of Tables  10-12 with Tables 4-6 isolates the impact of increasing cross correlation when serial correlation in the errors is fixed at the high level. This leads to a clear reduction in the RMSE for the p as estimated by SML, but not for other methods. Comparison of Tables 10-12 with Tables 7-9 isolates the impact of increasing serial correlation in the errors when cross correlation is fixed at the high level. This causes an increase of the RMSE for all parameters and for all methods, except for the p, for which the RMSEs decrease for GIBBS and MSM, but not for SML.
In Table 13 we present a regression that summarizes the relative performance of the estimators. The dependent variable is the log RMSE of the estimates for a parameter in one of the experiments. The right hand side variables are intercept and dummies for parameter, method of inference, and different levels of the treatments (that is, the degrees of serial and cross correlation in the errors, and the degree of serial correlation in the regressors), along with interactions of the treatment dummies with an indicator for whether the parameter is a p and interactions of method of inference with parameter and treatment levels. The intercept in the regression corresponds to the base case of GIBBS estimates for I' in the model with p = 0.50, a~'2 = 0.50, and ~b = 0.
The coefficient on MSM-GHK of 0.165 indicates that the RMSEs for the MSM estimates of 7 tend to be roughly I6% greater than the RMSEs of the GIBBS posterior means. For SML the corresponding estimate is roughly 4%. By looking at the interactions of the parameter dummies with the method of inference, we can determine if the relative performance of the methods in terms of RMSEs differs systematically across parameters. The parameter with SML-GHK interactions produces some striking results. The interactions involving p~ and P2 have coefficients of 0.767 and 0.909 and are significant at the 1% level. Thus, the RMSEs of the SML point estimates for the serial correlation parameters are roughly 81% and 95% greater than those of the GIBBS posterior means. Also significant are the interactions involving the cross-correlation parameters a~2 and a~2, which are 0.191 and 0.280. Thus, the performance of SML relative to other methods deteriorates substantially for these parameters as well.
Also of interest are the coefficients on the treatment dummies. These were entered both individually and in interaction with a dummy (DEP -RHO) for whether the parameter is p~ or P2-This is because, as the above discussion of Tables 1-12 made clear, there are obvious differences in how the treatments affect the RMSEs for the p's vs. all other model parameters. Note that the estimated main effect for Pl = pz = 0.80 is 0.122. This indicates that raising the AR(I) parameters from 0.50 to 0.80 causes the RMSEs for GIBBS to rise by roughly 12% for parameters other than the p. However, the interaction of the P~ --P2 --0.80 dummy with the p parameter dummy has a coefficient estimate of --0.421. This indicates that for the p parameters, raising the serial correlation in the errors causes the RMSE for GIBBS to fall by roughly 30%.
An important result is that the interactions ofp~ --Pz = 0.80 with MSM and SML are both significantly positive, at 0.129 and 0.142, respectively. This indicates that for MSM and SML the increases in RMSEs for model parameters other than the p parameters when serial correlation is strong are about 25-26% (vs. I2% for GIBBS), while the drops in RMSEs for the p parameters are only about 13-14%o (vs. 30%0 for GIBBS). Thus, the performance of MSM and SML relative to GIBBS deteriorates substantially as serial correlation is increased.
The main effects of the if2 = 0.50 and ~b ~ = 0.80 treatments are 0.185 and 0.468, indicating that increasing serial correlation the regressors causes the RMSEs for GIBBS to rise. The only one of the interactions of the ~b 2 = 0.50 and ~b z = 0.80 treatments with MSM-GHK and SML-GHK that is significant is the interaction of ~b 2 = 0.80 with SML-GHK. This has a coefficient of -0.143, which indicates that the performance of SML relative to GIBBS improves as serial correlation in the regressors increases. The interaction of ~b 2 = 0.80 with MSM-GHK also has a negative coefficient of -0.057, but this is not significant.
Experiment 2 --effect of simulation size
In this experiment we consider the effect of the number of draws used to construct the GHK simulator on the performance of MSM and SML. In particular, we want to determine whether the generally higher RMSEs for SML and MSM, relative to GIBBS, can be attributed to an insufficient number of draws in the GHK algorithm. Thus, we consider MSM and SML estimators implemented using GHK simulators based on I0, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640 and 1280 draws.
It is impractical to repeat the analysis using all 12 data structures used in experiment 1 and all 8 alternative simulation sizes. Instead, we use the two data structures that generate the lowest and highest RMSEs for SML and MSM, relative to GIBBS. The last eight rows of Table 13 indicate that the best case for the classical estimators relative to GIBBS is data structure # 9, with low serial correlation in disturbances, high serial correlation in regressors, and high cross correlation in disturbances. Conversely, the worst case for SML and MSM is data structure ~ 4, in which these correlations are high, low, and low, respectively.
in Table . ~4 we report the results for SML, using the same 20 artificial data sets generated with data structure # 9 as were used in experiment 1. For each simulation size, we also report the average (across parameters) of R MSE relative to that for the GIBBS estimates based on m = 5000 iterations. We do this because standard methods for evaluating the accuracy of posterior moments (see Geweke, 1992) indicate that, with an = 5000, further Gibbs iterations should produce negligible changes in RMSE. Thus, the RMSEs for GIBBS provide a reasonable benchmark.
The Table 14 results are roughly consmtent with the conventional wisdom reported in Brrsch-Supan and Hajivassiliou (1993) that SML based on GHK performs we, using only 20 draws. The mean across all 9 model parameters of Note: Dependent variable is Iog(RMSE). DEP = RHO means thai the dependent variable for tho observation is the Iog(RMSE) for a parameter pl or p_,. c~., = pj~.,-~ + fit, c2., = P,~2.,-t + t/_,, t:a. ~ ~0. the RMSE for SML is only 9% greater than GIBBS, and agreement between RMSE and ASE is generally good. The exceptions are Pt and p2, for which downward bias is noticeable and RMSEs are well above ASE. Noticeable improvements in RMSEs and in agreement between RMSEs and ASEs for the autoregressive parameters are achieved by increasing the number of draws to 49 or 80, but little is gained by going beyond that. Note that for the slope parameters fl* and "2 there is little change in RMSE in going from 20 (or even 10) up to 1280 draws. Thus, the conventional wisdom that "20 draws is enough" may well stem from th: tendency to focus on such parameters to the exclusion of the covariance structure parameters (in fact, recall that B6rsch-Supan and Hajivassiliou (1993) held the covariance structure parameters fixed at true values in their study}. But clearly, ira MMP mn,~ ,1 is to be used to model behavior, then the covariance parameters are every bit as important as the slope parameters.
The MSM results for data structure # 9 are reported in Table 15 . When only 20 draws are used MSM performs even better than SML. The mean across all nine model parameters of the RMSE is essentially identical to that for GIBBS, and the agreement between RMSE and ASE is generally good. in contrast to SML, no downward bias is apparent for Pt and P2, even when only 10 draws are used. This is consistent with findings in Keane (1994) . Again, it appears that increasing the number of draws beyond 20 leads to only minor improvements in RMSEs.
In Table 16 we report the results for SML using data structure # 4 -the worsl ease for MSM and SML. These results sharply contradict the conventional wisdom that '20 draws is enough'. Using only 20 draws, the mean RMSE for SML is roughly 79% greater than for GIBBS. Biases for all the covariance parameters are severe, especially for pt and P2. 160 draws are needed to reduce the RMSE for SML to less than 10 percent greater than GIBBS, and 640 draws are needed to reduce it to the same level as for GIBBS. But even here, for the slope parameters it appears that the improvc~nts in RMSE that are achieved by going past 20 draws are minor.
The MSM results for data structure # 4 arc reported in Table 17 . The performance of MSM in this worst case is much superior to that of SM L. Using 20 draws, the mean RMSE for MSM is roughly 37% greater than for GIBBS. This is much better than the 79% figure achieved by SML. Even more importantly, there is no evidence of bias, even when only 10 draws are used. This is again consistent with findings in Keane (1994) .
Conclusion
We have compared the sampling properties of the GIBBS estimator obtained by using Gibbs sampling and data augmentation to compute posterior means, the MS1H estimator using the GHK probability simulator, and the SML estimator using the GHK probability simulator. In a controlled Monte Carlo experiment we find that all three estimators perform reasonably well in point estimation of parameters of the data generating process in a three alternative 10-period multihernial multiperiod probit model. However, the relative performance of the methods varies as we vary the treatment variables in our experimental design.
Four important patterns emerge in the response of RMSEs to the design variables. First, RMSEs for all estimation methods and model parameters rise as serial correlation in either the errors or in the covariates is increased, except for the AR(I) parameters, for which RMSEs fall. Second, RMSEs of the SML and MSM estimates rise substantially relative to those of the GIBBS estimates as serial correlation in the errors increases. Third, increasing serial correlation in the covariates leads to a small relative decrease in the RMSEs of the SML estimates. Fourth, increasing cross correlation of the errors leads to relative declines in the RMSEs of the SML and MSM estimators.
Of these patterns, we feel that the most important to a user of these methods is the fact that, holding draws fixed, both the relative and absolute performance of the classical methods, especially SML, becomes worse as serial correlation in disturbances increases. In data sets with an AR(I)parameter of O.50, the RMSEs for SML and MSM based on 20 draws exceed those oFGIBBS by 9% and 0°A, respectively. But when the AR(I) parameter is 0.80, the RMSEs for SML and MSM based on 20 draws exceed those oFGIBBS by 79%0 and 37%, respectively, and the number of draws needed to reduce the RMSEs for SML and MSM to within 10% of GIBBS are 160 and 80, respectively.
In existing applications it is common for MSM or SML to be implemented using GHK simulators based on only 10 or 20 draws, and conventional wisdom seems to suggest that 20 draws is "enough'. But our results suggest that when serial correlation in the errors is strong, substantial RMSE reductions can be achieved by going to 80 or 160 draws. And in the case of SML, substantial bias reductions can be achieved as well. The main weakness of SML relative to the other methods is in estimation of serial correlation parameters. When 20 draws are used, the SML estimates of the AR(I) coefficients are clearly biased downward and have RMSEs roughly twice as great as for other methods. This problem would lead to larger RMSEs in out of sample forecasts obtained using SM L as compared to the other methods. It appears that from 80 to 320 draws must be used in order to render these biases insignificant.
For purposes of statistical inference it is desirable that ASE or PSD be similar to RMSE. There is generally close agreement between RMSEs and ASEs for MSM, and somewhat less close but still acceptable agreement between RMSEs and PSDs for GIBBS. But, when only 20 draws are used, RMSEs of SML point estimates exceed ASEs by 38% on average. This divergence is greater when serial correlation in errors is strong, and it can be reduced by using more draws.
What accounts for the increases in RMSEs for MSM and SML relative to GIBBS as serial correlation in the errors is increased while holding simulation size fixed? It stems from the different roles of simulation in the estimators. In MSM and SML, a set of nonlinear equations is solved iteratively. Equation evaluation at each iteration is approximate, but consistent in the number of GHK draws. As serial correlation increases, more draws are needed to maintain a given level of accuracy of the GHK approximation. In GIBBS, simulationconsistent approximation of posterior means comes about because, over the whole set of iterations, the simulator draws a sample representative of the posterior distribution. With increased disturbance serial correlation, a greater number of iterations is required to achieve a representative sample because the Gibbs sampler navigates the posterior more slowly. Thus, performance of each method should deteriorate as serial cotrelation in disturbances is increased, but the relative rate of deterioration is an empirical question. In our experiments, 5000 iterations of the Gibbs sampler provides good approximations to the posterior for both high and low degrees of serial correlation. In contrast, 20 draws for the GHK simulator provides comparable approximation accuracy when serial correlation is low, but the number must be made much greater when serial correlation is high.
Since we argue that RMSEs of the MSM and SML estimators based on GHK with 20 draws and GIBBS posterior means based on 5000 Gibbs iterations are similar when serial correlation is relati'~'ely weak (i.e., AR(I) parameters in the 0.50 range}, but that roughly 80 to 320 draws for MSM and SML are needed to maintain comparable performance when serial correlation is strong 0.e., ARO) parameters in the 0.80 range}, it is important to consider how computation time for the various methods is affected by simulation size.
Unfortunately, it is essentially impossible to give absolute time comparisons for these methods for several reasons. For example, since most of the computation time for GIBBS is used in drawing the latent utilities, time for GIBBS increases slowly as the number of model parameters increases. But for SM L and MSM, computation time is roughly proportional to the number of parameters, since most of the time in these methods is spent calculating derivatives and the initial weighting matrix, respectively. Also, relative timings for the methods wilt depend on the number of iterations necessary to achieve convergence for the classical methods, and the number of Gibbs iterations needed to achieve a desired level of numerical accuracy. In particular, for MSM the calculation of the initial weighting matrix is much more time consuming that subsequent iterations, while for SML all iterations take roughly equal time. And the number of iterations needed for convergence is particular to the application at hand. Finally, if one wishes to check sensitivity of results to simulation size, MSM and SML require that one redo the entire estimation ~,sing more draws, while with GI BBS one can simply restart the algorithm from end values and add additional iterations. Thus, monitoring numerical accuracy is much easier with GIBBS.
Despite these problems, it is informative to give so,.-ne timing information based on our Monte Carlo experiments. The typical time for our GIBBS runs on an IBM 3090 mainframe was 816 cpus. Timings for the classical methods is much more variable than for GIBBS, because the number of iterations needed to achieve convergence varies greatly across Monte Carlo data sets. On average, the number of iterations needed to achieve convergence for the data sots considered here is about I0. For SML, a regression of computation time per iteration on number of draws produced the result 5.2 + 0.74*Draws. Thus, the predicted times for ten iteration runs using 20, 80 and 160 draws arc 200, 644 and 1236 epu s, respectively. For MSM, a regression of marginal computation time per iteration on number of draws produced the result 2.7 + 0.54*Draws, while a regression of initial weighting matrix computation time on number of draws produced the result -2.0 + 3.44*Draws. Thus, the predicted times for ten iteration runs using 20, 80 and 160 draws are 202, 732 and 1439 cpu s, respectively. We interpret these results as indicating that computation times are in the same ballpark for all three methods, given models of the size considered here and simulation sizes of the type one would typically employ. Thus, we conclude that computation time should not be a decisive factor in choosing among the methods.
If we had found that computation times for G1BBS greatly exceeded those Ior MSM or SML, it would make sense for a Bayesian practitioner to consider these methods as a way to approximate posterior means. That this is not the case implies that a Bayesian should have no interest in these alternatives -provided that Gibbs sampling data augmentation software is at hand.
Appendix A: application of the GHK simulator to the MMP model
Here we provide a description of the GHK simulator as applied to the simulation of choice probabilities in the MMP model described in Section 2. For a proof of the unbiasedness of the GHK simulator in general see B~rsch-Supan and Hajivassiliou (1993) . To describe the GHK simulator it is useful to define some additional notation. Let ~, ( -j,) = (ri], ..... rb, _ ,.,, tlj, + ,., ..... rij,) ', q(d,) = (#,(--j,) ... .,-.... r/pt). Note that for p = k this is a number, and for p < k this is a random variable. Then, the GHK simulator for the probability of the choice sequence (dit,--. ,d,-t), or equivalently (jlt, ... ,Jlt), is constructed as follows (suppressing the i subscript):
Step:
(J) Period t.
Step: where Pit = X*fl* + Z~ 7, each multiplied by the kernel density of the unconditional distribution of ~,*o,
The kernel of the posterior density function for fl*, 7, P, ~, and the U* is the product of(B. A six-step Gibbs sarnpling-data augmentation algorithm is employed to construct draws from the posterior distribution. Initial values for if*, 7, P, and ~P are drawn from the prior distributions, and initially U~ = 0 {i = 1 ..... N; t=l ..... T).
Step 1: Drawing UT.(i = 1 ..... n; t = 1 ..... T). The kernel density of the conditional distribution of the U~ is the product of (B3) ...... U~I ..... U*r may easily be drawn in succession, the drawn values replacing the old ones at each step. Details of this procedure are set out in Geweke (1991) .
Step 2: Drawing E*o (i = 1 ..... n). The kernel density of the conditional distribution of the 8~'o is the product of (B.I) and (B.4}. These expressions reflect the assumption that the process {E,},=_~ is stationary. Since Ei* = RE,.*.,_ i + v,, the conditional distribution ofe~'o involves only e~, R, and ~. It is indicated by the linear regression Step 3: Drawing p. The kernel density of the conditional distribution of P----(P~ ..... Pc)' is the product of (B.1), (B.4), and the kernel density of the truncated normal prior distribution of p. Expression (B. 1), read as a function of p, is the kernel density of a multivariate normal distribution with precision The acceptance step is motivated by the similar procedures of Marriott et aL (1995) for stationary time series. The computation of (B.7) is trivial, and the fact that e*o is a synthetically drawn latent variable p~'events acceptance probabilities from becoming impractically small.
Step 4: Drawing ~. The kernel density of the conditional distribution of ~P is the product of (B.1), (B.4), and the kernel density of the inverted Wishart prior distribution of ~. The prior and (B.1) imply
i----1 I~1
The effect of(B.4) is then accommodated through an acceptance step just as it was in the drawing of p.
Step 5: Drawing /~i*('g = 1 ..... L). The kernel density of the conditional distribution of/~* = (~*', .... /~')' is the product of(B.2) and the kernel density of the normal prior distribution of [I. Since the model imposes no cross-equation constraints on the ~* and the priors of the ~J' are independent, the conditional distribution of each fl}~ has a simple form. Expression (B.2) as a function of~* is the kernel density of a multivariate normal distribution with precision ~, = U io --Z~j~ 7. This mean and precision may then be co,labined with the prior mean and precision in the usual way to form the condi*lonal, normal posterior distribution from which it is simple to make drawings.
Step 6: Drawing 7-The kernel density of the conditional distribution of 7 is the product of (B.2) and the kernel density of the normal prior distribution of 7. Expression (B,2) as a function of 7 is the kernel density of a multivariate normal distribution with precision N T L, L ~--E E E 'l''i'9* ~'*' The mean and precision may then be combined with the prior mean and precision in the usual way to form the conditional, normal posterior distribution from which it is simple to make drawings.
From the structure of (B.2) and the prior distributions for the fl-* and 7 it is
